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win! Enter daily &gt; Written By: Josh Honeycutt Tougher flywheel Teskid aluminum block (if your SN95 started with an aluminum block) Forged, Steel crankshaft bearings forged connection bar Forged pistons Thermal range match aftermarket spark plugs coil package higher power fuel
pump forced camshafts induction upgrade system upgrade exhaust system Upgrade exhaust system When it comes to building a high horsepower motor, you can not beat ford 4.6L block as a base. The Mustang GT block stock has been known to handle up to 500 horsepower of bakery.
However, this is flirting with disaster. Granted, with proper mods 4.6L can handle better than 1000 rwhp! Not bad for a stock block, especially a potentially revivable block of 4.6L. There are two cast iron blocks used in mustang GTs. One is Romeo, and one is Windsor (named after the
factory they are manufactured in). Windsor is quite easy to identify as it has a W cast into the valley area between the cylinders and also at the front of the block. Instead of detaching your engine to find the engine you have, you can also refer to the VIN numbers. The Windsor Block has an
X in 8th place, while Romeo has a W. Windsor The main bearings on these two blocks are interchangeable. These blocks use two main bolts and two dowels precisely to locate the main cap. Keep in mind that the Romeo block found in the 99-04 Mustang is the same as in the 1996-1998
Mustangs. Gang Boss 5.0L Engine Block Upgrade engine block depends on the amount of electricity expected If held at 600 or below, holding the stock block is completely acceptable. If you go above and beyond that, Blocks are excellent security which can also help reduce weight from
the nose in some cases. Ford uses aluminum blocks in some cars, the most desirable is the Teskid block. Teskid is used in the '96-'98 Cobra and '93-'98 Lincoln Mark 8. Any block of aluminum after '98 is Windsor or WAP. Both blocks work great, but Teskid has always been sought after
since it was produced for Ford by Ferrari. The aluminum blocks use four main bolts and two side dowels. The Teskid aluminum block is a great way to pour 75 pounds from the front of the Mustang GT. 351 Aluminum Engine Block The stock 4.6L engine has a comfortable area of about 425-
450 horsepower bakery. Anything on it, and spinning assembly can give away and poof away the engine. However after-sales offers a wide range of support parts that can easily handle more than 1000hp. Crankshaft stock is a piece of cast iron and good on applications up to 500hp;
anything on it and a fake steel crank is in order. They can be found used when they come to stock in Cobras and can handle 1500hp when cleaning and processing. The fake crank is a must for any serious build. 4.6L crankshaft The main cap bolts on all 4.6L engines are only used once.
When building a new engine, they must be replaced. ARP provides a set of main lid rivets to replace the infinitely reused bolts. This is a nice upgrade. The Windsor cast iron block uses a side bolt to locate the main lid; This is also a one-time use bolt. ARP also sells a set of extra bolts for
Windsor power supply. If you spend time searching, you'll find many companies that offer quality bearing sets for 4.6L, usually including connection bars and main bearings. One option available is coated bearings. They provide increased lubrication and carry life. However, you lose a few
thousandths of an inch, so make sure you have proper bearing clearance. You may need a little more work to accept these bearings. Main Stud Set The stock connection bar from Ford is a powder metal unit. This new production method proved to be more cost effective. They are quite
difficult, but prone to cracking in harsh conditions. This is definitely part of the upgrade for a performance tool. There are two types of fake connection bars available: H-beam and I-beam. Engine builders will debate which bar is better until the end of time. Basically grams for grams, the
Beam I connector bar is stronger than the H beam. When building a racing engine all out, rotation weight is a big factor. With that being said, they are both huge improvements on the stock bar. It's important for a high-performance street/strip Mustang to be the right bar option for your
application. Unless you are building a tow truck do the job. A good set of counterfeit bars will easily handle 1000 hp or more depending on the design. 4.6L Connecting Rod Ford chose hypereutectic pistons for mustang GT. They work well up to 450 horsepower. If your goal exceeds that,
you will have to upgrade to a set of fake pistons. Quality forged pistons are usually made of 2618 aluminum alloy, and consist of 4130 chromoly wrist legs. This is a very durable steel alloy with a large weight compared to the strength ratio. They can usually handle 35 pounds of increases
safely. Manley and JE forged slugs that put the upper ring down further, reducing heat exposure to the ring during combustion. Rightly speaking of engines (not ECU or other components) there are a variety of electronic parts you will want to consider upgrading. To begin with let's talk
sparks. A quality spark will provide a burn even during combustion. Too long of a burn and you can not maximize the power, and too quickly of burning limits how much energy you can carry (considering why you will hear enthusiasts recommend higher octane fuel. You will need a spark
plug that can heat your engine production and provide a good spark. Whenever you raise the temperature inside, you'll need a cooler plug or better heat-resistant plug. Too cold and you will get deposit on tip. Too hot and you risk melting the plug. Moderate plugs will always give you a
quality spark. Coil packs help ensure quality sparks, but in a different way. When a coil recieves the signal to fire, it discharges it that is storing electricity to the spark plug. What if you're building a high RPM engine and your coil can't keep up? You will not get the right spark. Aftermarket coil
is capable of firing faster coil stocks at 5k RPMs and higher. Another important electronic component is your fuel nozzle. Aftermarket nozzles have a different nozzle to fuel atomize better (giving you more power and more miles per gallon to a degree). Perhaps even more important than that
is how much fuel and pressure they can handle. The more air you force into your engine the more fuel you'll need to compensate. Nozzles are assessed at pounds per hour of fuel supply. Depending on how you will be building your engine, the nozzle is a must. Barrel engines can provide
improved durability Barrel engines can be built for your specific application Some barrel engines offer warranty Some folks are not interested to go through the work and hassle of rebuilding a high performance engine. Also wondering not my friends. Ford Racing also produces barrel
engines for Mustang GT and Cobras. They are assembled with both quality components are listed above, and are assembled by experts at Ford Racing. They spend a lot of time researching and developing their products, and their engines usually include a 2-year/24,000 mile warranty.
Miles. power limits on engine 4.6 may vary based on production type and year of production. On all engines based on 4.6 though, the links are mostly connected bars. For 4.6 engines with 2 valve heads (2 valves per cylinder), the power limit is about 400 rwhp. This is for both NPI and PI
models (1996-1998 and 1999-2004). On 3 valve engines (2005-2010), the power limit was slightly increased to about 450 rwhp. As stated previously, weak links are still connection bars. On the 4.6 4V engine, there are different variants in the model itself. The 4-valve engine was installed in
1996-2001 Cobras and from 2003 to 2004 Mach 1s can accommodate about 450 rwhp. The 2003-2004 Cobras are different in many ways though. They come not only with forged bars, but also pistons and crankshafts. These modifications allow Cobras to reach more than 500rwhp with
stock super-super-pressurers. If the super-super-super-super-pressure is upgraded, the capacity that can be achieved with the stock engine is about 700rwhp. The fastest way is through turbochargers, turbochargers, and turbochargers. Compressed air delivers more air into the cylinders
than your engine can usually handle. Internal stocks can handle small amounts of psi (5-10), but if you want to push the horsepower numbers bigger, you'll need to push more psi. Psi more means more pressure means you'll need some if not all of the stronger internal components listed
above. The cam shaft changes where your engine makes strength depending on the lobe shape of the cam shaft. The lobe of the cam shaft can increase the valve opening time in (time) and how much the valve opens (elevator). This allows your engine to breathe better and has a higher
rev ability to increase your horsepower. This combination also changes the way your engine sounds. Consider the iconic loping quality of old engines and tractors. While shopping for oranges there are a variety of stages. This stage refers to the aggression of orange time and lifts. Too
aggressive of an orange will turn your Mustang into a single track beast. Your ultimate goal and build will help determine how positive you want to go. Usually modders look at air intakes and exhaust pipes to be closer to starter mods. They are, but for good reason. Easier to install and with a
smaller power boost than add-ons such as super-super-super-super-pressure and cam axle. However, setting up the plant is not effective enough to praise those larger utilities. Cold air intakes also reduce the temperature of the coming air to give you small capacity and increase torque.
Exhaust system improves flow to get cleaner air into your engine faster. They themselves don't change much, but combined with a full build they're needed to make numbers bigger. An tuning set is another necessity when building a power motor The tuning set will allow your ECU mustang
to account for the additional air and fuel you will need to make great power. Large. A tone has no way for your power adders to synchronize with each other, limit power and even risk damage to your engine. A dyno tone is your best option for the sake of accuracy. Whatever your original
goal is, allow yourself some headroom to upgrade in the future. So buy now, save later. Once you are tired of the increased levels you have achieved, you may want to increase those levels or add some nitrogen. When the engine is built with proper upgrades, this will not be a problem. Use
internal quality and quality fasteners like ARP. Many people consider 4.6L to be the best small block that Ford produces. It's a great base for building a street car/strip, or a flame breathing dragster. The choice is yours. Fitment includes: 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, GT FORD,
FORD MUSTANG, MUSTANG GT, SVT COBRA, MACH 1 MUSTANG, SHELBY GT 500, COBRA R, BULLITT MUSTANG, SN95, S197, V6 MUSTANG, FOX BODY MUSTANG, AND 5.0 MUSTANG DODGE, DODGE CHALLENGER, DAYTONA 392, DAYTONA R/T, DODGE CHARGER,
SRT 392, SRT8, R/T, RALLYE REDLINE, SCAT PACK, SRT HELLCAT, SRT DEMON, T/A, PENTASTAR, AND HEMI ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS SALEEN IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF SALEEN INCORPORATED. ROUSH IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ROUSH
ENTERPRISES, INC. AMERICANMUSCLE HAS NO LINKS TO FORD MOTOR, ROUSH ENTERPRISES, FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES OR SALEEN. THROUGHOUT OUR CATALOGUE OF WEBSITES AND MUSTANGS, THESE TERMS ARE USED ONLY FOR IDENTIFICATION
PURPOSES. Only.
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